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ForgeRock Identity Cloud Packages
The ForgeRock Identity Cloud is the market’s first comprehensive identity platform as a service. Built for
organizations looking for a comprehensive, enterprise-grade identity platform that delivers usability,
customizability, and operational cost savings, Identity Cloud is packaged to meet your needs and align
with your unique consumption model of the ForgeRock Identity Platform.

Identity Cloud Packages
Core
The ForgeRock Identity Cloud Core package provides
industry-leading technology essential to meet the demand
for superior digital experiences. The Core package is
designed to solve the majority of your Identity and Access
Management (IAM) use cases with a single offering. This
includes identity management, access management,
single sign-on (SSO) and federated SSO, adaptive and
multi-factor authentication (MFA), as well as strong
authentication factors, including one-time passcode
(OTP), email confirmation, Mobile Push, Magic Link. Core
also integrates seamlessly with ForgeRock’s software
development kits (SDK) for ease of implementation with
your applications.
To address additional requirements, the Identity Cloud
Core package can be customized through the upgrade
packages: Access Plus, Autonomous Access, Identity
Plus, Edge, and Sync.

Access Plus
The Identity Cloud Access Plus package provides
increased security while improving user experience with
capabilities such as passwordless and usernameless
authentication and support for Zero Trust and CARTA
strategies. Additionally, organizations requiring more
contextual and fine-grained authorization enforcement
components can leverage Access Plus to enforce
continuous and contextual authorization for transactions.
Access Plus also includes dynamic scopes and continuous
risk monitoring capabilities.
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Autonomous Access

Edge

The Autonomous Access package leverages a unique
combination of AI, machine learning (EUBA), advanced
pattern recognition (heuristics), and big data to
provide risk scores to help stop known bad actors, flag
anomalous behavior, and learn about new and emerging
cyberthreats. Built into ForgeRock’s Intelligent Access, it
includes out-of-the-box threat protection nodes and dragand-drop configuration, making it easy for your teams to
create any number of personalized user access journeys
based on identified risk scores.

The Edge package extends the security capabilities
of ForgeRock Identity Cloud to legacy applications on
premises and to modern microservices running in the
cloud. Edge enables you to coexist Identity Cloud with
other legacy IAM solutions and augment legacy or homegrown applications with modern IAM capabilities, giving
you the time you need to execute on your cloud migration
and security strategy. Edge also includes ForgeRock
Identity Gateway capabilities to create a secure perimeter
for legacy applications and modern API traffic.
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The Identity Plus package manages user identity data and
provides users with a privacy and consent dashboard that
allows them to download, update, or delete personal
information, as well as give consent to use their data.
Identity Plus also includes social identity registration and
login, personalization, delegation, and user dashboards.
ForgeRock Identity Plus supports all leading social identity
providers out of the box, along with other identity
providers supporting OAuth2 or OpenID Connect.

The Sync package includes a full-featured outbound
provisioning engine with complete bi-directional and
translatable synchronization to various systems and
applications. Sync discovers new, changed, deleted, or
orphaned accounts to determine user access privileges,
and reconciles them seamlessly to ensure that user
identity data, including passwords, are always accurate. It
ensures that you have a stable hybrid environment where
all identity data is consistent across all systems.

Get Started With the Identity Cloud
Package That Fits Your Needs
ForgeRock Identity Cloud packages give you the usability, customizability, and operational cost savings required to meet
your unique goals and requirements today as well as tomorrow.

Contact us today to learn more and get started.
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ForgeRock®, (NYSE: FORG) is a global leader in digital identity that delivers modern and comprehensive identity and access management
solutions for consumers, employees and things to simply and safely access the connected world. Using ForgeRock, more than 1300 global
customer organizations orchestrate, manage, and secure the complete lifecycle of identities from dynamic access controls, governance,
APIs, and storing authoritative data – consumable in any cloud or hybrid environment. The company is headquartered in San Francisco,
California, with offices around the world. For more information and free downloads, visit www.forgerock.com.
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